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of course, no doubt that sexual elements were mixed up among other
bodily feelings in some of Mile. Ve's ecstatic experiences; but it is
hard to see how any sane reader of her case could regard them as
constituting the dominant factor.
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Cope's book (1) is designed to afford guidance to those who
desire to study systematically religious education in the family. It
is written for parents, teachers of church classes and others dealing
directly with the practical problems. Without making any attempt
at a critical reinterpretation of religion, the author makes it evident
that it means for him social idealism rather than dogma, and this
is largely mediated to the child through the family. "The family
is the soil of society, central to all its problems and possibilities."
The home is the form of the family life and is deeply affected by the
social changes which are now going on. The industrial revolution,
the drift of population to the cities and the consequent changes in
the mores such as are registered in a slackening of Sunday observ-
ance, church attendance, and various formal services require new
methods of religious instruction.

The author realizes that the religious influences of the family
are most effective when they relate to the natural interests of the
child. In his play arise questions concerning cheating, unfair play,
unkind words and other moral situations which give opportunities
for direction and emphasis without strain or formality. This
naturalness, is kept to the front in the discussions of a variety of
subjects. Chapters are given to Stories and Reading, The Use of
the Bible in the Home, Family Worship, Sunday in the Home, and
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the Ministry of the Table. Four chapters are devoted to Moral
Crises. Here are treated anger, quarrels, fighting, lying, dishonesty,
teasing and bullying. The parent is constantly cautioned not to
take matters too seriously from the adult point of view. For
example, "children's fights are not as cruel as they seem to be;
even bloodshed means little either of pain or injury." "That fight
may have been precisely the same thing as a croquet game to his
sister, or any test of skill to his big brother, or a business transaction
to his father." The fight may, however, give us our chance to aid
the boy to a sense of the qualities that make the true fighter in life's
greater conflicts.

At the end of each chapter is given a well-selected list of readings
for further study and reading. There are also topics and questions
for class discussion. In an appendix are given detailed suggestions
for the use of the book in classes and also a bibliography of the
subjects treated.

The little treatise by Runnalls (3) is a statement of the methods
used by the author in the application of psycho-therapy in his parish.
Like the Emmanuel movement, of which it may be said to be an
expression, it has a two-fold purpose, to heal the sick, and to do this
in a way to conserve the church against the inroad of the new cults
of healing. The author's confidence in the validity of suggestion
as a means of curing the sick seems to rest more upon biblical au-
thority than upon psychological and empirical grounds (p. 16).

The technique of the class procedure is given in detail. Hymns,
prayers, scripture readings, periods of silence, of study, etc., are
carefully described. Emphasis is put upon the selection of each
item to "produce a sense of perfect harmony." " I t is suggested
that public discussion be at all times repressed." The experience
shows that people can be greatly helped by the positive, encouraging
influence of a class like this. It has even better psychological and
practical justification than this book reveals. The very brief
bibliography on "Nervous Troubles" and "Sex Hygiene" might
well be extended. The kinship and tendency of such movements is
further reflected in the mention of so many books on " Mysticism."

Hartshorne published in 1913 a volume dealing with the psy-
chology and pedagogy of worship. He has since published a book
of worship for the use of church schools, containing songs, prayers
and various forms. This Manual (2) is designed for the use of the
leaders of the services of worship in such schools.

Worship is viewed as an aid to the formation of character, that
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is, to making "all one's acts and attitudes the expression of some
self-chosen purpose to which all else in life is subordinate." Worship
is treated as a means of unifying the details of instruction into this
purpose. The Christian ideals are held to be essentially those
arising in the family, namely, "faith, hope, and love, loyalty, and
gratitude and reverence." A psychological analysis of these atti-
tudes is given, following Shand and Stout, and the services of
worship are designed to express and strengthen them in the children.
The festivals of Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter are made the
occasions in the common social life for the use of appropriate services
expressing the sentiments of gratitude, goodwill, reverence, faith,
and loyalty.

Each order of worship is built around one of these topics or
some phase of it. The music, readings, stories and prayers relate
to this central theme. The stories are drawn from a wide range of
experience and are given as suggestions of the variety available for
the purpose. "Cases of child labor, accounts of hospital work,
fresh-air work, milk stations, private-school life, the trials of the
'poor little rich children' are rich in possibilities." Well-selected
bibliographies are given for all phases of the services including
music for the organ.

These services and the directions for their use have been worked
out in the Union School of Religion, New York, of which the author
is principal, and they bear throughout the marks of a scientific
background and of a social point of view.
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Individualism dies hard, even though social psychology furnishes

little or no foundation for it. For social psychology shows beyond
question that social control extends more or less to all social re-


